
Paralyzed
Surgery
Vegetative state
ICU
Voice box

Vocabulary

As these terms come up in discussion, list them on the board and elicit
definitions from students. Help the class define the terms if necessary.

Identify effective coping strategies for dealing with anger and sadness.
Practice utilizing emotional regulation/ management strategies in
real-life situations.

In subsequent sessions, they can:

identify problems that they may need support with
develop service projects in or out of the school
Create their own book about dealing with “big feelings”

Learning Objectives:
Young Readers 7-13

By the end of this lesson, students will:

After a great summer with their dad, Serena and
Benny return home to their mom's house to prepare
for the upcoming school year. What should have
been a great school year suddenly turns tragic after
their dad had been shot. Serena and Benny must
deal with the new way of life for dad. 

WHEN MY DAD WENT TO THE HOSPITAL
What to expect when someone you love gets hurt

 Begin the lesson by introducing the book with a book/picture walk.
Display and discuss the following prompts:

     a. I predict…

     b. I think the main idea is …

     c. I wonder why…

Introduction

1.
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Discussion/Guided Learning

2. Direct students through the hand breathing exercise (located in appendix)
          a. Discuss:
                    i. How did that make you feel?
                    ii. When might you want or need to use a breathing exercise as we just did?

          b. Is it ok to get angry sometimes?
          c. How do people usually react when they are angry?
      d. When we are angry, sad, or frustrated it is important that we know how to         
handle our emotions.
                    i. What are some things that make you angry? Sad? Frustrated?
                    ii. How do you usually cope with the situations that cause you to be
angry/sad/frustrated?
                    iii. Complete the chart to get to know your emotions. What does it feel like?
Sound like? What is a memory you have of that emotion?

3.  Begin reading the story, pausing every few pages to ask comprehension questions.
          a. Why are Benny and Serena visiting their Dad?
          b. How do you think they felt at the end of the summer?
          c. How do you know they enjoyed visiting their Dad?

4. Reading through, stopping at page 14. Ask students to predict what they think
happened 

5. Continue reading to page 16, stopping again to ask students to describe the mood of
the characters. Why did mom look sad?
          a. Think of a time when you were sad. 
                    i. What did it feel like? 
                    ii. How did you react?

6. Read page 17 describing what happened to Dad. 
          a. How might Sharon, Benny and Serena have felt when they heard the news?

7. Read to page 22 and pause:
          a. You are Sharon, Benny, or Serena’s best friend. Write a note to your best friend
to help them with their “big feelings”. What will you say?

Elaborate on student ideas by asking questions about what is happening in
pictures and where they are located.

WHEN MY DAD WENT TO THE HOSPITAL
What to expect when someone you love gets hurt
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Discussion/Guided Learning

8. Show students the pictures on page 23-24.
          a. What does the picture show?
          b. Why is this important?

9. Dad was now in a vegetative state. What does this mean? What do Serena, Sharon,
and Benny expect their dad to be like now?

10. Read through page 29. 
          a. How did Benny’s behavior and attitude change after the accident?
          b. Why was Benny acting differently?
          c. What do you think would help Benny manage his emotions? 

11. Turn and talk with a friend for 1 minute. 
          a. Have you ever had a hard time managing your emotions?
          b. What helped you?

12. Students will complete the “My Anger Triggers” web. Ask students to share:
          a. How can you tell when someone else is getting angry? 
          b. What are some of the warning signs? 
          c. Does everyone have the same warning signs?

13. Continue reading to the end.

14. “Hope—hope is the most powerful tool that helped us through our trauma, and hope
will help you win your battle too.”
          a. What does this mean to you?

Extension Activities:
1.) Pair students to role play situations that create anger, fear, or sadness. 
          a. Examples of some situations are:
                      i.   Your friend teases you about your clothes
                     ii.   You find out that your best friend is not coming to your birthday party
                    iii.   Your best friend or family member is moving away
                    iv.   Your grandparent is in the hospital
                     v.   Your pet is sick
           b. Discuss how controlling emotions can change the situation and role play it
again.

2.) Have students complete a “When I’m feeling…” Inventory sheet

WHEN MY DAD WENT TO THE HOSPITAL
What to expect when someone you love gets hurt
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Breathing exercise using your hand



_________________

_________________

_________________

When I feel ____________ I
might also feel: 

This is me when I'm feeling
_____________

When I'm feeling

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

When I am upset, I can try these things to help me feel better:
 

Someone I can talk to is
All emotions are ok

But not all behaviors are ok
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Dear ______________________,

I just heard what happened to your ____________________

and I wanted to tell you __________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Your friend, 
____________________________
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My Ultimate
Coping Playlist

We go through

different positive and

negative emotions

everyday. It is okay to

have all those feelings

but we must also find

ways to cope.

Fill each box with the

title of songs (and their

artist) that you think fit

the descriptions

provided.

Name:

FOR
AMUSEMENT

TO UPLIFT

Date:

a song that gets 

stuck in my head

a song I associate

to freedom

a song I know all

the words to

a song that gives

me energy

a song from my favorite

movie or tv series

a song I'd like to

wake me up

FOR
DIVERSION

a song that makes

me feel safe

a song that helps me

think positively

a song that inspires me

TO DISCHARGE

a song for when you

get anxious worried

a song for when you

get angry or annoyed

a song for when you

feel lonely or afraid

FOR STRONG
EMOTIONS

a song that reminds

you of a good memory

a song that makes you

think of a loved one

a song to remind you

that you are loved
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My Daily Emotions Log

What can cheer you up or help you stay happy
today? Draw them below.

I feel this way because

Choose two words from the list to describe how
you feel today. Can't find your emotions there? 
Feel free to use other words.

angry
annoyed
anxious

ashamed
awkward

brave
calm

cheerful
chill

confused
discouraged

disgusted
distracted

embarrassed
excited 
friendly

guilty
happy

hopeful
jealous
lonely
loved

nervous
offended

scared
thoughtful

tired
uncomfortable

unsure
worried

EMOTIONS
LIST

Name: Date:

I think these feelings are: 

positive and negative
both negative     

both positive
negative and positive
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